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WEB ARCHIVING AT SCALE  
(updated 12/19/14) by Rosalie Lack, Stephen Abrams, Trisha Cruse 

THE VALUE OF WEB CONTENT 

Web content holds a critical place in modern library collections. Web archiving is an essential 

component of a twenty-first century research library. As more and more of our communications and 

cultural interactions are played out on the web, one cannot imagine researchers of today and in the 

future studying our time without having web content among the primary sources that they analyze. Our 

responsibility is to select, curate, and ensure access to this valuable content, as well as to provide the 

necessary tools to support researchers in their work.  

FUTURE PATH OVERVIEW 

Similar to HathiTrust and other ‘at scale’ initiatives, web archiving is most effectively managed through 

collaborations beyond our individual organizations. No one institution can do it all. It is simply not 

economically or technically sustainable to operate standalone web archiving programs. Nor is it efficient 

to build a new shared infrastructure when one already exists that can be leveraged.  

This document provides an overview of factors that led to the decision by CDL to engage in a partnership 

with the Internet Archive’s (IA) Archive-It (AIT) service, in conjunction with the web archiving programs 

at Harvard and Stanford.  

In order to realize long-term efficiencies through the use of a vendor solution for core web archiving 

infrastructure, and to take advantage of AIT’s enhanced crawler capacity and curator tools, CDL will 

work with all current Web Archiving Services (WAS) customers to transfer their existing collections and 

future collecting activities to AIT.   

CDL, in partnership with Harvard and Stanford, will also collaborate closely with AIT to create an 

expanded roster of added-value tools and services that interoperate with AIT. Over time, our collective 

goal is to increase the number of partnering institutions by lowering the technical barriers to 

participation (MIT and UCLA have already expressed interest in being included in such collaboration). 

BACKGROUND 

The core web archiving infrastructure is comprised of three open source tools: Heritrix (for crawling), 

NutchWax (full-text indexing and search), and OpenWayback (discovery and playback). Heritrix and 

OpenWayback were originally developed by the Internet Archive. 

The nature and complexity of the web is rapidly changing—and thereby adding an exponential degree of 

complexity to web archiving. The mostly HTML web of a few years ago is now comprised more and more 

of multimedia, social media, JavaScript, and other technologies that significantly challenge the web 

archiving capabilities of the Heritrix crawler and OpenWayback. In web archiving circles, this has 
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resulted in an ever-increasing need to develop new tools to keep up with the changing technology. 

Some have likened this situation to an “arms race” in which web archiving providers struggle to upgrade 

tools to stay ahead of the changing web. 

Added to this complex landscape is the fact that WAS is at a fork in the road. WAS was developed with 

National Digital Information Infrastructure Preservation Program (NDIIPP) funds and launched in 2007. 

For many years, WAS was a cutting edge tool that was the model for other web archiving services. We 

now face some critical upgrades that must be built to remain relevant, including significant 

enhancements needed to keep up with the web archiving “arms race.” If we continue to run WAS, we 

are also facing an internal CDL deadline of a migration to a new environment that needs to be 

completed by June 2015. Given the upgrade needs and migration, it is unlikely that we could start to 

address significant WAS enhancements before Q4 2015.  

To help us make the decision as to whether we should continue to commit significant resources to WAS 

or collaborate on an alternate solution, we consulted with peer institutions about how we might 

collaborate on building a shared, core web archiving infrastructure. Through our discussions (including 

an in-person meeting organized by the CDL with other institutions engaged in running web archiving 

services (Harvard, Stanford, Columbia, LoC, University of North Texas, and George Washington), we 

came to a consensus that engaging in this “arms race” (i.e., running core web archiving infrastructure) is 

not the best use of our limited resources. 

We all came to the conclusion that using a vendor solution for the core web archiving infrastructure not 

only gets us a more efficient solution (i.e., it eliminates a duplication of effort and resources), but it also 

allows for better co-location of our collections, frees up resources to focus on our local desires to create 

tools and services that meet researchers needs, and allows us to tackle integration of our collections 

with other format types.  

In the end, we all determined that AIT offers a more robust and lower cost solution, and they have 

proven that they are committed to keeping up with web archiving technology. AIT recently developed 

an alternative crawler tool (Umbra), and they now in fact can capture more of the web than WAS. They 

have also agreed to work with us on creating the needed APIs that will facilitate the development of 

new added-value web archiving services, such as web archiving tools for researchers, computational 

analysis of aggregated archive corpora, etc.  

KEY BENEFITS 

1. AIT immediately provides better functionality. Their crawlers capture and display more content, 

particularly social media, than is currently possible in WAS (see Appendix B - Feature 

Comparison)  

2. AIT has a major 5.0 release scheduled for spring 2015 for their curator tools, which will mean 

significantly enhanced functionality and usability. Learn more: https://archive-it.org/learn-more/archive-

it-5-0-release-schedule  

3. AIT has recently added new staff to help ensure timely enhancements for web archiving tools. 

4. Web archive collections will not be siloed from each other. 

https://archive-it.org/learn-more/archive-it-5-0-release-schedule
https://archive-it.org/learn-more/archive-it-5-0-release-schedule
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5. CDL staff will be available to collaborate with Harvard, Stanford, UCLA, and possibly others to 

create novel new services to support researcher needs and collection integration. 

6. CDL staff will avoid a significant amount of effort planning and implementing technical upgrades 

and infrastructure migration. 

KEY CHANGES FOR CAMPUSES 

1. The cost will be initially higher for all UCs. This is partly due to the one-time transfer fee, but 

also due to the fact that WAS UC prices have been subsidized significantly below market rates. 

Note that the UC AIT costs are estimates based on prior web archiving activities. Each institution 

will work with AIT to determine what their web archiving rate (i.e., AIT subscription rate) will be 

going forward.  Further note that because AIT has a higher one-time charge per unit of content 

compared to WAS’s lower annual charge per unit of content, while AIT initially will be more 

expensive, over time it will become less expensive. At the end of ten years, more than half of 

the UC campuses will see lower annual expenditures on AIT than they would have with 

comparable activity in WAS. 

2. UC web curators will have to learn a new interface. AIT curator tools offer more choices for 

crawl scope and frequency, in addition to data visualization for reports and compare captures. 

AIT has a robust client services team to help with the transition and beyond. CDL will work with 

AIT staff to implement an automatic migration of all existing WAS crawl specifications into their 

AIT equivalents, so that when UC curators first use the AIT curatorial interface it will be pre-

populated with their existing specifications.  

 

CURRENT WAS PRICING FOR UC 

UC affiliated institutions currently pay for the cumulative WAS storage costs for their web archived sites. 

They do not pay the standard $10,000 annual service fee for WAS that we charge to non-UC institutions. 

Some UCs participated in the original Web-at-Risk grant from 2007- 2010. These institutions are not 

charged for any websites captured during that time period. Billing for UC institutions starts on January 1, 

2010; all campuses are billed in January for the previous calendar year. 

PROPOSED AIT PRICING FOR UC 

AIT’s pricing model is based on an agreed-upon pre-allocation of a certain amount of storage for the 

upcoming year (e.g., .5 Terabyte); partners must then stay within the agreed-upon amount in order to 

avoid additional charges. NB: Partners are not charged cumulative storage; in any given billing year they 

are only charged for the new storage capacity that is used in that year. 

AIT will be more expensive for most UC campuses in the near term (during the next one to five years). 

However, it will become much less expensive over the long term since under AIT you only pay once for 

any given unit of web archived sites; whereas with WAS pricing you pay annually for the cumulative 

amount of web archived sites.   
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BASELINE PRICING 

As part of our transition agreement, AIT will give all UCs an ongoing 20% consortial discount (assuming 

we have six or more campuses on board). 

In addition, all UCs will all receive a 50% discount in Year 1 and a 25% discount in Year 2.   

There are a few UC organizations (e.g., IRLE, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology) who are web archiving at a 

very low rate (less than 10 GB/year). For these organizations, which we will clearly identify moving 

forward, AIT will offer their Friends of Archive-it (FOA) rate of no charge for crawls as long as their 

crawls each year remain as small as they are. 

There will also be a one-time data transfer fee for all current WAS web archived sites. This one-time fee 

includes ongoing access and storage. It is prorated at $1,000/TB. The fee will be a flat rate of $500 for 

FOA organizations.  

VARIABLE FEES 

Some of these variables are under the control of the libraries and may result in reduced costs. 

 Consortial pricing. AIT offers a 10% discount for a consortium of 3-5 partners and 20% discount 

for a consortium with 6-11. They require a single point of billing and same start date. 

 AIT subscription. Each campus works directly with AIT to determine how much content they will 

capture, which in turn defines their AIT subscription rate. 

 Current AIT subscriptions. UCLA and UCSF are currently subscribed to AIT. A discussion of how 

to best integrate these accounts will need to be held. 

 Data transfer. It is suggested that each curator review their collections and determine what/if 

they can weed before data is transferred. (CDL staff is available to work with each campus) 

 De-duplication savings. AIT offers de-duplication (WAS does not). De-duplication can result in 

storing less content (20-45% less). The amount of savings realized through de-duplication varies 

depending on crawling activities. For example, if a curator captures one site over time and that 

site changes minimally, then de-duplication can result in significant savings since only unique 

content is stored.  

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL IMPACT 

NEW COSTS 

1. One-time data transfer fee for all web archived sites. The one-time fee includes ongoing access 

and storage. It is prorated at $1,000/TB, with a minimum rate of $500 applicable  for FOA 

organizations.   

2. Annual subscription based on the size of web archived sites.   
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NEW SAVINGS 

1. CDL will absorb the costs for Jan - Dec 2014 WAS storage. 

2. Assuming consistent web archiving size, UCs will pay less over time, since WAS charges for 

cumulative storage and AIT does not. 

NEW “SOFT” SAVINGS 

1. “Soft” savings are represented by the ability to reallocate people to other added-value web 

archiving work, such as Heritrix/Wayback enhancement, computational analysis, visualization, 

researcher tools, etc. 

TIMELINE 

CDL began initial conversations with Kristine Hanna, Archive-It Manager, in October 2014. We are 

working toward finalizing the pricing and terms of agreement by the end of December 2014. All WAS 

customers will be notified in January 2015, or if the terms are finalized sooner, they will be notified in 

December 2014. (The WAS terms of agreement stipulates 60 days notice before termination of service.) 

For those partners who are interested to move to AIT they can begin that process in January 2015. We 

have already conducted a successful transfer of data from WAS to AIT.  

WAS will cease capturing new websites in May 2015. We will continue to provide public access to the 

archived websites at http://was.cdlib.org until December 2015. If it is needed, we can possibly provide 

public access longer.  

 

NEXT STEPS 

Content/Account Transfer 

 Share this summary document with CoUL for discussion 

 Determine when and how to share this document with SAG3 

 Form a Web Archiving CKG 

 CDL work with AIT to draft an agreement 

 CDL define campus billing arrangement 

 CDL staff contact each UC campus curator 

http://was.cdlib.org/
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 Campus staff review and weed collections 

 AIT schedules training with campus staff 

 AIT works with CDL tech staff to copy existing crawl specifications into the AIT curatorial 

interface and do data transfer 

 CDL develops accounting and payment mechanisms for the UC consortium 

Ongoing Web Archiving Partnership 

 CDL drafting a vision and MOU document 

 Pursue funding opportunities to help clarify and define partnership roles and responsibilities and 

determine priorities 
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APPENDIX A - DETAILS ABOUT WEB ARCHIVING CHALLENGES 
(excerpt from summary of CDL in-person meeting) 

Recurring themes among the challenges raised during the meeting included the resource-intensive 

nature of web archiving; keeping pace with the dynamic and ever-evolving web; how to better support 

research; and the siloed nature of web archive collections, both in terms of development and access 

RESEARCH USE 

Currently, the traditional mechanism for providing access to web archives via OpenWayback facilitates 

browsing but provides limited alternative means for interacting with or manipulating web archive data. 

Though there is work being done collectively in the field to articulate the “lowest common 

denominator” for data requirements required for research, it is clear that we will have an ever-

increasing need for large-scale data processing (e.g., for full-text indexing, longitudinal characterization, 

production of derivatives to feed APIs, and other types of computational analyses). This favors 

collocation of web archive data and processing power. 

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

There is broad recognition of the resource-intensive nature of web archiving. No single institution 

(among the group in discussion with CDL) can afford to manage every single step of the web archiving 

lifecycle as efficiently and effectively as well as any given step is managed by at least one organization in 

the group, and individually reaching parity with each other would likely be more costly than 

collaborating. 

EVOLVING WEB 

As the web continues to change, there must be ongoing investment in web archiving technologies to 

keep pace. The current AIT tools and techniques can handle web technologies such as AJAX, social 

media, and streaming video. This entails custom engineering that is particularly difficult for smaller web 

archiving programs to sustain. Moreover, our existing collaboration frameworks have not been effective 

in disseminating technologies and best practices. Additional research into and development of new 

open-source tools are meanwhile demanded for the archiving of mobile applications and other non-

browser-based modes of presenting web content. A more robust collaboration offers the prospect of at 

least raising participating organizations’ capabilities to parity, with the opportunity to further advancing 

state-of-the-art technology and practices for the field as a whole. 

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT AND DISCOVERY 

U.S. web archiving organizations generally have engaged in individualized approaches to collection 

development, which means missed opportunities to bring collective curatorial expertise to bear and 

minimize resource expenditure on redundant archiving and curation. Affordances to users for 

discovering and exploring web archive collections, such as rich descriptive metadata, full-text search, 

faceting, and thumbnails, are inconsistent depending on the platform used to provide access, and those 
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platforms are not federated with each other to allow for a broad-based search of curated web archive 

content. Closer coordination on collection development and providing a unified discovery framework 

could deliver obvious user value. 
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APPENDIX B -  FEATURE COMPARISON 

 

Feature Archive-It WAS 

Solr Index for public interface (includes faceting features) yes (Solr for metadata only) no 

Impose access restrictions to captured content selectively yes yes 

Ignore robots.txt yes yes 

Set crawl frequency for individual seeds yes  yes 

View status before, during, and after crawls yes yes 

Show when crawl was redirected yes yes 

View harvested files by file type yes yes 

Multiple URLs for single site (aka include function) yes yes  

Single page scope yes yes 

Stop running harvest yes yes 

Compare harvests no (coming in AIT 5.0) yes 

De-duplication yes no 

Exclude function yes no 

Delete harvests no (coming in AIT 5.0) yes 

Byte volume per seed for harvest no yes 

File count per seed for harvest yes yes 

Harvest password-protected sites yes  no 

Transfer existing harvests yes yes 

Harvests have their own URNs yes yes 

Start crawl immediately yes yes 

capture fb, twitter, youtube yes no 

display youtube in page yes no 

Google analytics yes no 

Run patch crawls to ensure capture of all content yes no 

QA module in proxy mode to review captures yes no 

 


